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1. Brook Synonym (polish, Friend, Tolerate). answer:Tolerate, to stand 
for, a small stream  
2. Current share of pakistan in World population -%. answer: 2.63% ,  
3. Expected Construction Cost of Barakah power plant in Abu Dhabi. 
answer:$24.4 billion USD,  
4. justin langer coach australian team in which format (test, T20, ODI ). 
answer: in all three formats  
5. 54th Munich Security Conference held in (Austria, Japan , Germany ). 
answer:Germany,  
6. Current IG Islamabad police (Sultan Azam Temuri, Khalid, Jan 
Muhammad). answer: Lt Retired Jan Muhammad  
7. Muslim states including Arab Countries for FIFA World Cup -(10,15,6 
). answer:6,  
8. pakistan Medals in Commonwealth Games 2018 (5,9,3 ). answer:5,  
9. pakistani Wrestler who won 1st gold medal in 86 kg freestyle 
wrestling in Commonwealth Games 2018 (Jansher khan, Inam, Sajjad ) 
56 kg. answer:Muhammad Inam,  
10. 25th Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) 
2018 held in (UK, USA, Norway ). answer: UK,  
11. 2018 Commonwealth Games held in Australian City (Sidney, Gold 
Coast, Canberra ) answer:Gold Coast.  
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12. How many Pakistani blue helmets have embraced martyrdom while 
serving under the UN umbrella.?. (156, 150,160 ) answer:156,  
13. Which country is most vulnerable to climate change according to a 
report by HSBC 2018? (phillipines, pakistan, India ) answer:India,  
14. Ambassador of World religion (Dalai Lama, Malala Yusuf Zai,Huston 
Smith ) answer:Huston Smith,  
15. Which country banned production and sale of Burqa (Morocco, 
America,Egypt ) answer:Morocco,  
16. 2019 Cricket World Cup in (sirilanka, India, England ) answer: 
England and Wales,  
17. Women won National Assembly General seats in election 2018 . ( 
8,10,5 ) answer:8 ,  
18. Cheif Justice Saqib Nisar took Oath on (26 dec 2016, 31 dec 2016, 1 
Jan 2017 ) answer:31 december,2016 ,  
19. Total length of CPEC (2896, 2442, 7200 km ) answer:2442,  
20. The Shortest-Serving Governor in Sindh’s political History is (Justice 
retd. Saeed uzzaman siddiqi, Ishrat, Khursheed ) answer:Justice(R) 
Saeed U zaman Saddiqi ,  
21. Center of joint Operations of Saudi Led Islamic Military Alliance of 
39 Nations is in (Riyyad, Islamabad, Doha ) answer:Riyadh,  
22. 1st time idea floated in regarding establishment of National Security 
Council (G. jhangir keramat,G. Zia ul haq, Vice admiral Ahsan ) answer: 
Chief of Naval Staff, Vice Admiral S.M. Ahsan in 1968 ,  
23. USA agreement with WAPDA , 8.5 billion Dollars for (Khunam Tangi 
DAM, Mirani, KalaBagh ) answer: Kurram Tangi Dam Project ,  
24. Coldest place in Pakistan (Ziarat, Murree, Hunza ) answer:Skardu , 
The options does not have skardu  
25. Largest Academic Center during era of Muslim Apex (Baghdad, 
Spain, Turkey ) answer:Baghdad ????  
26. Greatest Source of Religious Knowledge is (Intellect, Observation, 
Revelation ) answer:Revelation ????  
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27. which year of prophethood is called year of greif (7, 8 , 10 ) 
answer:10,  
28. Vitamin B complex source. (Fresh fruits and vegetables, Green leafy 
vegetables, seeds ) answer:Green leafy vegetables , or seeds ,  
29. Vitamin C source. (Fresh fruits and vegetables, Green leafy 
vegetables, seeds ) answer:fresh friut and veg,  
30. Iodine source. (sea food, Green leafy vegetables, seeds ) answer: 
sea food ,  
31. The gas, commonly known as “laughing gas”, is answer: Nitrous 
oxide ,  
32. The source of oxygen in photosynthesis is answer:water  
33. The instrument used to measure wind speed is? answer: 
Anemometer  
34. The natural fats and oils are composed of_ answer: C, H, O ,  
35. Wind energy is the __________ energy. answer: KE  
36. Who is considered the founder of meteorology. answer: Aristotle  
37. In general, wind speed of 105–137 caused_____. answer:minor or 
no damage  
38. The energy value of food is measured in. answer: Calories  
39. Water covers __________ of the Earth’s surface.. answer: 70 %  
40. Acid rain is mainly caused by emissions of __________ in the 
atmosphere. answer:Sulfur Dioxide and Nitrogen Oxide,  
41. About 50% of the Earth’s crust, including the waters on the Earth 
and atmosphere, is. answer: Oxygen ,  
42. 4th state of matter. answer: Plasma  
43. The device used to convert Alternate Current into Direct Current is 
called . answer: Rectifier  
44. State bank of pakistan established in (Dec 1948, July 1949, Jan 1950, 
) answer:July 1, 1948 , wikipedia,  
45. Sahih Bukhari and Sahih Muslim Together are called (Sahihayn, Siha 
Satta, Sunnan-e-Arba answer:Sahihayn ,  
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46. Mujadid Alif Sani is tiltle of (Sheikh Ahmad sirhindi, Syed Ahmed 
Shaheed, Shah waliullah ) answer: Sheikh Ahmad sirhindi,  
47. Um-ul-Masakin is the title of (Hazrat Zainab bint khuzima, Khadija, 
Hafsa ) answer: Hazrat Zainab bente Khuzima (RA) ,  
48. Essence of humanity is (Education, ethics, economy.) answer: 
Education ????  
49. Apostasy movement took place during the khilafat of (Hazrat 
Usman, Hazrat Umer, Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq ) answer: Hazrat Abu Bakr 
Siddiq ,  
50. Spell check in powerpoint answer:F7,  
51. Activate cell in excel - clicking, arrow, tab. answer: click ????  
52. edit a chart in powerpoint ( double click, triple click] answer: double 
click ???  
53. Slide timing setting through answer??  
54. How to create presentation package in powerpoint. answer: Export. 
??  
55. viewing all slides of powerpoint. answer: Outline?  
56. in the context of animations, what is a trigger? answer: An item on 
the slide that performs an action when clicked  
57. Name of author in which area of presentation - notes, answer?  
58. to preview a motion path effect using the custom animation task 
pane, you should. answer: click the play button  
59. How to center align text. - Ctrl + E. answer: ctrl + E ?  
60. Ellipse Motion is a predefined. answer: Animation scheme  
61. The quickest way to create a PowerPoint presentation is to use the. 
answer: Auto content wizard]  
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Note:: Sab data pdf mein free download krin. 

Friends k sath b share krin..and unhein yahan invite krin , 
https://web.facebook.com/alltestsdata/ 
Invite ka option page pe dia gia hai ....hum daily ya weekly based (new & Latest 
data and past papers) upload krty hein websites per jin ka link yahan dia jata 
hai.in fb pages per... jo ppsc , fpsc, g.k current affairs , lecturers and educators , 
police, forces aor bohut c jobs ki tiiyari k liye fruitful hota hai, iis  page ko s 
https://web.facebook.com/alltestsdata/ friends se share krna and invite krna mat 
bholiye ga 
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